
Word Choice Matters
EVERYTHING is a choice. You’ve just forgotten that every single moment you’re opting for one 
thing over another and now it’s habit of belief to feel that you’re overwhelmed and quagmired a 
list of a million to-dos. 

You don’t HAVE to pay your mortgage. You could choose to be homeless. That IS a choice. 

Here’s a quick cheat sheet for you to reference. 

Once you identify your choice - “I want to get groceries” treat it like a choice. Behave like it’s a 
choice, remind yourself that you could always scrounge around for whatever you have as 
scraps in the pantry…heck you could even go hungry if you wanted. Celebrate it…change the 
chemistry in your body and over time it’ll be the most natural thing in the world to just walking 
around doing whatever the heck you want and actually being more productive doing it!!

Use To replace Like this Not this

And But I want to help out the 
school AND I want to 
stop over-committing 
myself. 

I need to help the 
school BUT I need to 
stop over-committing 
myself. 

Could Should I could tell them how I 
feel. 

I should tell them how I 
feel. 

Get to Have to I get to work out tonight I have to work out 
tonight

Want to Need to I want to get groceries I need to get groceries

How If How can I self-advocate 
in this situation?

If I could only self-
advocate in this 
situation…!

Drop these... To go from 'not enough' To 'more than enough'

Just I just want to ask... I have a question.

May/Might You may want to consider the 
research…

Consider the research…

I think (unless you’re really not 
sure)

I think I’m getting better at the 
marketing piece…

I’m getting better at the 
marketing piece.

I’m sorry (unless you’ve 
genuinely made a mistake)

I’m sorry, I’d like to add 
something. 

I have something to add.
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